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Courtesy of Wilson Biochar Associates Kelpie Wilson heads a project in Southern Oregon in which
farmers are making biochar and applying it to their soil.

Calling Kelpie Wilson a “biochar believer” isn’t a joke.
“I’m a believer in science,” she said, “and the science tells us biochar is worth pursuing.”
And at this point in her life, Wilson is in chase mode. She is part of a Southern Oregon group, the Umpqua Biochar
Education Team, or UBET, that is working with 10 farmers to make biochar, mix it with manure and apply it to their land.
The work is funded by a twoyear, $75,000 grant from the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service. The UBET
group’s biochar findings will be shared with others through extension agents and NRCS.
“One of my roles, I feel, is to thoroughly investigate it and understand it, and communicate that to others,” Wilson said.
Among other things, the group has teamed up with welding students at Umpqua Community College, who make farm
scale kilns in which farmers can burn debris and produce biochar. The group’s work was displayed during a biochar
conference held Aug. 2225 at Oregon State University. About 300 researchers, educators and producers attended.
Biochar is essentially charcoal made from burning such things as woody debris or straw in the presence of little or no
oxygen. As a soil amendment, it retains moisture and nutrients, increases pH and sequesters carbon. Limited field trials
have shown it can increase crop yield.
Agricultural interest is high, but biochar is expensive to make. Research and commercial development is advancing in a
herkyjerky fashion, in part because of the diversity of biochar sources and applications. In addition to being a soil
amendment, for example, it can be used to control odor and absorb pollutants. In some instances, it’s being used to help
clean up mining sites.
Wilson said the industry needs to focus.
“It is all over the map,” she said. “There are so many things to do with biochar, and so many ways to make it, and it
impacts so many other industries. It needs to have success in one aspect.”
She has an idea on that, too. During the biochar conference at OSU, one speaker said California has an estimated 66
million dead trees in its public forests. The speaker, Raymond Baltar of the Sonoma Biochar Initiative, said dead trees
could be logged and burned in converted biomass plants to make biochar, which then could be applied to California’s
droughtstricken farmland.
And that, Wilson said, could be the one big, quick, focused move that gets biochar off and running.
“Let’s save California agriculture from the drought,” she said. “It’s one region, but it could have a huge impact.”
Kelpie Wilson
Occupation: Principal consultant at Wilson Biochar Associates.
Personal: Age 60, married to George Shook, a noted banjo player. Lives on rural property outside Cave Junction, in
Southern Oregon. Avid hiker and backpacker, loves gardening, raises worms. The name Kelpie is Scottish, and refers to a
water fairy said to inhabit ponds and lochs.

Background: Lived in Pennsylvania, Virginia and overseas growing up as her father worked for the government, was an
English literature professor and eventually served as president of California State University at Chico, commonly known
as Chico State. Wilson earned a mechanical engineering degree from Chico State.
Turning Point: Wilson got her driver’s license as the Arab oil embargo of 1973 was unfolding. The disruption to American
life, with motorists restricted to buying gas on alternate days, convinced her that pursuing renewable energy was critical.
Activist and advocate: Worked for environmental groups, particularly on forest issues, and lobbied for protection of
roadless and wilderness areas on public land.
These days: Believes biochar has great potential to improve soil, retain water, boost crop yield and sequester carbon.
Website: www.wilsonbiochar.com
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